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Parallel Universes

Parallel Universes
Parallel Universes acknowledges video art’s place as one of the key precursors to creative practice
that intersect the fields of technology and art. The practices exhibited are the result of experiments and
investigations of the emergent technologies that were developed at this time, and act as propositions
for making work that is located within the slippages of art, media, communication and technology. While
contemporary technology and creative practice may have advanced far beyond these analogue (and now
archaic) means of making, it is still in this area of slippage and convergence that current digital creative
practices are located.
The exhibition is an extension of the curatorial team’s non-linear approach in seeking these historic works.
Interested in teasing out the parallel interests and concerns of these early practitioners, who at the time were
most likely unaware of each other’s practice, the exhibition is concerned with creating a journey of encounters.
The exhibition design is focused on revealing the interconnected and layered nature of these practitioners and
their works. Utilising three thematic lenses: the Media is the Message; Politics of Narrative; and Performance,
Identity, Video, our intention is to expose the parallels and divergences between the works displayed.
Lubi Thomas and Rachael Parsons, QUT Creative Industries Precinct

exploration) – a condition Johannes Birringer refers to as an
“ethos of borderness” with a “continual crossing of all kinds
of cultural and political boundaries”. Indeed, where to
begin? What to consider as part of the video art canon?
In the 1970s in Australia, video was, like elsewhere, marked
by this experimental pluralism with a variety of approaches
to the medium. Australian curator Bernice Murphy confirms
this diversity in her article ‘Towards a history of Australian
Video’ (1986) where she identified socially and politically
orientated tapes, documentations of performance art and
related activities, tapes made in the more electronically
preoccupied area of image processing and synthesizing
and others that explored the medium’s reflexiveness and
‘real-time’ aspects.
At the dawn of the 1970s, video art was entrenched in
American art and possessed leading practitioners such as
Nam June Paik, Bruce Nauman and William Wegman. In
Australia, the work of the Bush Video group, Peter
Kennedy, Mike Parr and Peter Callas also came to
prominence. Japanese culture was always enthusiastic
about new technologies such as video and the art groups
Video Earth and Video Hiroba – the latter included Toshio
Matsumoto – provided platforms from which Japanese
video art thrived.
In the UK artists like David Hall were utilising video art for
television broadcasts. As the 1970s progressed, video art
received greater exposure in global art museums and
biennial events, though in Australia it was only in 1981 that
the Sydney Biennial gave video art a high profile.

The exhibition Parallel Universes encourages the audience to reconsider the early years of video art and how works from a
variety of geographical and cultural contexts might relate. With the analogue video signal on the verge of extinction, it is timely to
re-examine these historical works and reflect on their importance in a digital age.
Video art has a long and varied history and this exhibition glances at a fascinating period in its evolution. Between 1970 and
1985, video art coalesced into an identifiable practice, was increasingly popular with artists, and attracted support from
international art museums. Indeed, this was a time when video art became truly global and is why this exhibition focuses on
interests shared by Australian video artists in relation to ‘parallel’ video practices in three other countries: Japan, United States,
and Britain during this period.
Capturing any part of video art’s history is challenging regardless of the geographical context. Its complex origins and unstable,
ever-changing formats have resulted in a history that is difficult to reconstruct. How the medium of video was taken up by artists
in the 1960s and 1970s further complicates the process of answering the question – where to begin? Artists from the counter
culture generation used video as a tool to engage with issues of race, gender and anti-war protests. There was little division
between those making video works that challenged television’s domination of the airways and those making works more attuned
to a contemporary art context. Simultaneously, art was undergoing a major transformation as new forms emerged that
challenged the nature of art itself. In this setting, video art arose from the boundaries between art forms (such as painting,
sculpture, film, performance, music and dance) and contexts (such as art, community-based, protest works and technological

In the 1980s advances in technology made video more
accessible and it become a mass cultural phenomenon.
Video art and its histories were now recognised as a
valuable asset in the art historical pantheon and it was
treated in survey shows in MOMA and the Tate Gallery.
Video art also converged with an emerging postmodern
sensibility that was explored by American artists such as
Mike Smith and Max Almy, and Australians Peter Callas and
Randelli. In the UK Channel 4 exposed video art to broader

audiences by investing in video workshops and it screened
programs such as “Video 1/2/3” in 1985 that showcased
artists such as the Duvet Brothers and Stuart Brisley.
In Japan, experimental film and video art maintained a close
relationship and artists such as Sakumi Hagiwara and
Toshio Matsumoto were some of the first to exploit the
potential of digital video by using instruments like the
Scanimate Synthesizer. These artists also had major
showings in North America as part of a new interest in
Japanese video art.
This exhibition explores these historical concerns and
global relationships by focusing on three major tendencies:
“Performance, Identity, Video”, “Media is the Message” and
“Politics of Narrative”. In the first category, “Performance,
Identity, Video”, early video was exploited as a technology
that produced portable, intimate and easily reproducible
images. The dematerialisation of the art object offered by
this technology was enthusiastically taken up by artists, and
video soon became an important extension of performance
art. This led local artists like Mike Parr and Jill Scott to use
video to explore the nature of identity in the mass mediated
world, and they recorded works that emphasised the
centrality of performance in notions of identity. Similar
processes were undertaken in the US by Bruce Nauman
and Joan Jonas; Japan by Keigo Yamamoto and Norio
Imai, and in the UK by Stuart Brisley.
For “Media is the Message”, groups like Bush Video and
artists like Stephen Jones and Michael Glasheen explored
the formal and technical potential of the medium as a
means by which to offer new dimensions of experience.
Around the same time, Nam June Paik and groups like
Radical Software were conceiving of video as the new
painting and were exploring its potential as a mass
mediated artistic device. Influenced by the writing of
Marshal MacLuhan, an important early commentator on the
electronic age, these artists believed they could harness
this new medium to awaken a new social and political
consciousness. Video’s association with technological
utopianism was also in evidence in the work of artists like

Toshio Matsumoto in Japan and the Gorilla Tapes in the
UK. Equally important in this section of tapes are those by
artists such as Australian David Perry and Nobuhiro
Kawanaka and Shinsuke Ina from Japan who investigated
not only the medium’s real-time quality but also its reflexive
ability and its capacity to look back at itself in a selfreferential way. With its low resolution and visible noise,
video also had a very tactile quality as the medium’s
surface seemed to possess a certain ‘physicality’ in a way
that foregrounded the (analogue) medium itself.
The third component, “Politics of Narrative” considers
artists that used video to document political events and
activist political discourse. From the beginning, artists
aimed to challenge broadcast television’s production of
dominant ideology. For many of these artists the cathode
tube television symbolised the institutionalisation and
corporatisation of the creative image and video was seen
as a means by which to circumvent this ‘tyranny’. In
Australia and the UK video was often the medium of choice
for community collectives (often funded by government),
and many of these were activist in orientation. As the boom
times of the 1960s slid into the recession hit 1970s, artists
used video for political critique, as in Peter Kennedy and
John Hughes’ November eleven, which covered the
dramatic events of the Whitlam government’s downfall in 1975.
In the US groups such as Art Farm and Paper Tiger
propagated activist agendas often via the documentary
mode, while feminist artists embraced video as a new
technology that was best suited to express feminine
experience. This produced a wealth of stunning art by
practitioners such as Martha Rosler and Dara Birnbaum.
The exhibition also examines early postmodern video
artists who explored narrative as a social and cultural
phenomenon that could be deconstructed, analysed and
manipulated. If Bill Viola had examined the spiritual aspects
of narrative, others such as Randelli, Tsueneo Nakai and
the Duvet Brothers understood narrative as an arbitrary
and ideological mode of story telling that could be easily
manipulated. In contrast, artists such as Gary Hill

investigated the interrelationship between spoken words
and images in order to expose new rhizomatic possibilities
within the medium.
To view these historical video works is to experience the
ephemerality of the analogue image. While the digital image
is characterised by vivid colours and crystal clear images
– an association with the ‘ever-present’ – the analogue
image’s lack of resolution, image ghosting and shifting
visible noise is akin to an experience of the past as it fades
from memory. For historian of performance Paul Schimmel,
“this slow giving way of art to entropy transforms art and
media history into something more like anthropology or
forensics, because our experience of ephemeral or
unrestored works is one less of intact objects than of
documents, photographs, artifacts, and relics”. Sean Cubitt
adds, “the work is about the materiality of the screen
technologies of the day but it is also about an elegy for the
passing of time—the time of the gesture as it fades from
the screen, the time of technologies that have their
moment and pass away”.
All of these practices were working in ‘parallel’ and each
brought specific local and national concerns to bear when
engaging with global issues. They thus provide unique
perspectives during a period of great change in video
practice. These artists deal with many of the fundamental
issues to do with identity, the body, the social and political,
media and popular culture that are as relevant today as
they were in the pioneering years of video art. These artists
shared an experimental attitude towards the medium of
video and responded to its local and international cultural
resonances.

Dr Mark Pennings and Matthew Perkins, July 2012
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